Stress responses have been associated with altered immunity and depending upon the type of stressor, can have diverse effects on disease outcomes. As the first line of defense against potential pathogens, alterations in cellular immune responses along the respiratory tract can have a significant impact on the manifestation of local and systemic disease. Utilizing a murine model of respiratory pneumonia, the current study investigated the effects of restraint stress on the induction of primary and secondary immunity along the respiratory tract, influencing host susceptibility. Female CD-1 mice were subjected to three hours of restraint stress over a period of four days followed by primary and secondary Streptococcus pneumoniae infection via intranasal route. Stress exposure led to increased retention of bacterial carriage in the lungs, enhanced polymorphonuclear cells and a preferential decrease in pulmonary CD11c + MHC II + cells resulting in delayed lethality during primary infection but significant impairment of acquired immune protection after secondary infection. We also provide evidence to support a role for lung-associated corticotropin releasing hormone regulation through peripheral CRH and diverse CRH receptor expression by MHC II + antigen presenting cells (APCs). We conclude that repeated restraint stress has distinct influences on immune cell populations that appear to be important in the generation of innate and adaptive immune responses along the respiratory tract with the potential to influence local and systemic protection against disease pathogenesis. Published by Elsevier Inc.
Introduction
Exposure to stressful situations has been associated with health status (Fava et al., 2007; McClellan and Cohen, 2007; Schindler, 1985; Yang and Glaser, 2002) , lending credence to the belief that communication between the neuroendocrine and immune systems play a major role in disease susceptibility. Evidence to support this notion originate from previous in vitro and in vivo studies demonstrating that neuroendocrine response elements of the central and peripheral nervous systems affect immune function including: cellular proliferation, differentiation, cytolytic function and cytokine secretion (Bryndina and Danilov, 2002; Calcagni and Elenkov, 2006; Dhabhar and McEwen, 1996; Dhabhar et al., 1996; Emeny et al., 2007; Engler et al., 2005b; Leu and Singh, 1993; Saha et al., 2001; Sternberg, 2006; Weiss et al., 1989) . In this regard, stress-induced immune modulation has been found to be diverse. Experimentally, studies have documented stress susceptibility to 
